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Abstract

The problems of ensuring the safety of nuclear facilities and other facilities representing a radiation
hazard (hereinafter referred to as "nuclear facilities") which are located in large cities are
considered in the light of the experience with the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian Research Centre.The
accumulation of substantial quantities of spent nuclear fuel and radwaste at the Centre was an
inevitable consequence of the military and civilian nuclear research programmes which started there
in 1943.A comprehensive programme has been developed for reducing the impact of ionizing
radiation on the Centre's personnel, the population living near the Centre and the local environment.
The authors describe the basic elements of a programme for decommissioning reactor facilities and
eliminating spent fuel and radwaste storage sites and also describe how the programme is
progressing.

The problems of ensuring the safety of nuclear facilities located in large cities like Moscow
may be illustrated by the example of what has been done at the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian
Research Centre.

The Centre, established 57 years ago, is the largest research centre in Russia. It houses a
number of unique facilities, including research reactors which constitute the experimental
platform for work in fields such as nuclear and neutron physics, solid-state physics,
superconductivity and nuclear power generation.

It was there, in December 1946, that I.V.Kurchatov started up the Soviet Union's first
research reactor and that a uranium fission-based chain reaction took place for the first time
on the Eurasian continent.

The Centre was established at the outer edge of Moscow, but in the course of its dynamic
development it expanded to within the city limits. At the Centre there are now nine research
reactors (some of them shut down), 17 critical assemblies, a "hot" materials science
laboratory, and a number of nuclear materials and radwaste storage sites. [1] The total area of
the Centre is about 100 hectares, which includes the approximately 4-hectare site with the
VVR-2 and OR reactors (see Fig. 1).

This situation, which has evolved over the years, is typical for large research centres which
find themselves within the limits of major cities. The health protection zone of the Centre is
restricted by a perimeter fence within a few hundred metres of which there are normal
residential buildings. It is by no means a unique situation.

An inevitable result of the Centre's activities over the years from 1943 to 2000 was the
accumulation of substantial quantities of spent nuclear fuel and radwaste.

The total activity of the spent nuclear fuel accumulated at the Centre is more than 1017 Bq.
There are about 900 spent fuel assemblies, weighing altogether some 6 tons, at the spent fuel
storage sites.
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FIG. 1. The Centre with its 19 gamma radiation monitoring points.

The total activity of the radwaste at the Centre's temporary storage sites is estimated to be
about 4 x 1015 Bq. The volume of the radwaste (not counting the contaminated soil) is about
1200 m3, and the weight is estimated to be about 2000 tons.

The operational nuclear, radiation and ecological safety of the Centre's facilities, together
with their safety in the event of a design-base accident, is ensured by observance of the
technical standards and regulations currently in force. Estimates indicate that, in the event of a
design-base accident, the activity release would be limited by the reactor buildings.

The environment and the nearby population could suffer from the consequences of a
hypothetical beyond-design-base accident with possible local releases of radioactive
pollutants - an accident caused, for example, by an aircraft crashing on a reactor or by a
terrorist attack.

Although the probability of the aircraft crash scenario was estimated to be only of the order of
10"9per year per reactor, it was further reduced by a prohibition of aircraft overflights over the
area where the Centre is located.

The probability of an accident due to terrorists is being reduced by organizational and
technical measures designed to secure the Centre's facilities and preclude terrorist attacks. In
order to reduce the vulnerability of those facilities to such actions, a special exercise is under
way to enhance their safety and improve their physical protection:

• by the constant upgrading of operating and safety systems;

• by the installation of physical protection systems at all Centre facilities;

• by the removal of accumulated spent fuel and radwaste from the Centre, and

• by the decommissioning of reactor facilities which have reached the end of their
service life and have been shut down.

The problem of removing the accumulated spent fuel from the Centre and dismantling the
temporary storage facilities is exacerbated by the fact that about 70% of the spent fuel consists
of experimental fuel assemblies with different fuel compositions which are not accepted for
reprocessing by the Mayak combine and for which special radiochemical processing
technologies must be developed.
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TABLE 1. COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMME FOR RESOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF NUCLEAR AND
RADIATION SAFETY AT THE "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE" RUSSIAN RESEARCH CENTRE

Purpose of the programme
To reduce the risk of radiation effects on humans and the human habitat (personnel, the nearby population and
the City of Moscow) due to the use of atomic energy and of ionizing radiation sources at the Centre.

Principal aims
1. Safe operation of the operating research facilities.
2. Dismantling of the temporary radwaste and spent nuclear fuel storage facilities located at the Centre.
3. Rehabilitation of the storage sites to a state where limited use is possible.
4. Removal of the spent nuclear fuel to the Mayak combine (Chelyabinsk) for radio-chemical reprocessing.
5. Decommissioning of the MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka" research reactors.
6. Elimination of sources involving particular nuclear and radiation hazards.

Main practical measures
1. Ensuring the safe operation of research reactor facilities (licensing; modernization of physical protection

systems).
2. Assessing the state and the quantities of spent nuclear fuel and radwaste accumulated since 1946 and

issuing of appropriate certificate.
3. Assessing the state of the radwaste storage facilities and sites (hydrogeological investigations of soil and

groundwater).
4. Fabricating equipment for cutting up and compacting radwaste and removing it from reactor and

provisional storage facilities; fabricating transport assemblies for the transfer of radwaste to burial sites
(Radon).

5. Extracting contaminated soil and removing it from radwaste storage sites.
6. Fabricating equipment for decontamination, dismantling, sorting and handling prior to the transportation

of radwaste to Radon's premises.
7. Ensuring the safe transfer of all spent nuclear fuel (about 6 tons) and radwaste (> 3.7 PBq or 100 OOOCi)

from the Centre to the final treatment and burial sites.
8. Ensuring the safety of facilities while they are being decommissioned.
9. Performing comprehensive radiation studies, including measurements of the radiation emitted by

equipment and the MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka" reactor facilities and determinations of the isotopes
involved.

Work already completed
1. All operating reactor facilities have been licensed by the Russian Federation's regulatory body

Gosatomnadzor.
2. The physical protection of facilities and buildings has been modernized.
3. A programme and timetable have been drawn up for decommissioning the MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka"

reactors and eliminating the temporary radwaste storage sites. The programme has been approved by the
Moscow City Government.

4. The MR, VVR-2 and "Romashka" reactors have been made "nuclear-safe" and are subject to constant
radiation monitoring. The nuclear fuel has been removed from the reactor cores, packed in hermetic
containers and transferred to monitored radwaste storage sites.

5. Measurements of the radiation levels in the reactor buildings and from equipment, which are subject to
constant radiation monitoring.

6. An external examination has been carried out of the state of all the temporary radwaste storage sites, and
estimates have been made of the total radioactivity

Ultimate objective of the programme
Elimination of the radiological and ecological consequences of the military and civilian programmes in the
field of atomic energy carried out at the "Kurchatov Institute" Russian Research Centre during the period
1943-2000.
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At present, the radiological safety situation at the Centre may in general be regarded as
perfectly satisfactory. This is borne out by data obtained by monitoring, over many years, the
radioactivity reaching the environment through ventilation systems and, during the past
decade, the state of various components of the environment. In this connection, it may be
noted that throughout the Centre's existence the radionuclide releases into the atmosphere
have been within - usually well within - the maxima specified on public health grounds [2].

Moreover, for a number of years there has been systematic monitoring of the external gamma
background (the gamma radiation dose rate) around the perimeter of the Centre, with regular
publication of the data obtained. The mean external background value does not differ from the
corresponding values for other parts of Moscow.

The Centre's ten temporary radwaste storage sites have a total area of more than two hectares.
The storage of waste at these sites started at the beginning of the 1950s. Since the
establishment, in 1965, of the Radon radioactive waste management enterprise, low-level
waste has been sent to its storage facilities, and since the construction, in 1974, of a high-level
waste storage facility at Radon's premises, high-level waste has regularly been sent there for
burial.

The soil surface of the Centre's temporary radwaste storage sites is radioactively
contaminated. The following radionuclides have been found in soil samples: 60Co, 90Sr, 134Cs
and137Cs,152Euand241Am.

Evacuation of the contents of the temporary radwaste storage sites is one of the main tasks for
the near future in improving the radiological situation and protecting the natural environment
at the Centre. However, the job of removing the waste and rehabilitating the Centre's
temporary storage sites is complicated by the large volume of accumulated radwaste and by
the impossibility of burying the waste at Radon's premises as they are at present. For
complete rehabilitation of the storage sites it will be necessary to remove an additional
40 000 m3 or so of contaminated soil.

Decommissioning the Centre's waste storage facilities is a fairly complex task which will
require a great deal of planning, time and financial, material and human resources.
Accordingly, a comprehensive programme has been drawn up at the Centre for enhancing the
nuclear and radiation safety of its waste storage facilities and reducing their potential radiation
impact on the Centre's personnel, the nearby population and the environment (Table 1).

The programme is to be implemented as part of the Russian Federation's 1996-2005
programme for the processing, recycling and burial of radwaste and spent nuclear fuel. The
timetable for the principal measures has been approved by the Moscow City Government.
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DISCUSSION AFTER THE PRESENTATION OF E.P. RYAZANTSEV

G. Linsley (IAEA - Session Chair): Could you say something about the problem of public
concern?

E.P. Ryazantsev (Russian Federation): About 13 000 people used to work at the Kurchatov
Institute, and about 6000 are still working there. They live with their families all around the
Institute and have demonstrated by their example that one can live near such an establishment
without fear, despite the fact that according to the Greens they are sitting on a powder keg.

I.S. Serebriakov (Russian Federation): What will be the total cost of decommissioning and
dismantling the assemblies and of compacting the waste and transporting it to a storage site?

E.P. Ryazantsev (Russian Federation): Preliminary estimates put the total cost at about US
$120 million.

I.S. Serebriakov (Russian Federation): What about the safety of the reactors remaining in
operation?

E.P. Ryazantsev (Russian Federation): Those reactors, which are being used in activities
such as reactor fuel testing and physics experiments, are very safe; if something were to
happen, the effects would be confined to the immediate vicinity.
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